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Abstract 
 
There have been many attempts to study the content of the web, either through human or 
automatic agents. Five different previously used web survey methodologies are described 
and analysed, each justifiable in its own right, but a simple experiment is presented that 
demonstrates concrete differences between them. The concept of crawling the web also 
bears further inspection, including the scope of the pages to crawl, the method used to 
access and index each page, and the algorithm for the identification of duplicate pages. The 
issues involved here will be well-known to many computer scientists but, with the 
increasing use of crawlers and search engines in other disciplines, they now require a public 
discussion in the wider research community. This paper concludes that any scientific 
attempt to crawl the web must make available the parameters under which it is operating so 
that researchers can, in principle, replicate experiments or be aware of and take into account 
differences between methodologies. A new hybrid random page selection methodology is 
also introduced. 
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1 Introduction 
The current importance of the web has spawned many attempts to analyse sets of web 
pages in order to derive general conclusions about its properties and patterns of use 
(Crowston and Williams, 1997; Hooi-Im et al, 1998; Ingwerson, 1998; Lawrence and 
Giles, 1998a; Miller and Mather, 1998; Henzinger et al., 1999; Koehler, 1999; Lawrence 
and Giles, 1999a; Smith, 1999; Snyder and Rosenbaum, 1999; Henzinger et al., 2000; 
Thelwall, 2000a; Thelwall, 2000b; Thelwall, 2000d). The enormous size of the web means 
that any study can only use a fraction of it. Moreover, the complexity of automatic web 
crawling means that the outcome of any exercise that directly or indirectly involves an 
automatic downloading component is dependent upon a series of technical decisions about 
its operation. This paper addresses the issue of the variability of results of web surveys as a 
result of methodological decisions and seeks to verify that differences exist, using the 
simplest of statistics about a web site: the number of its pages that can be crawled. 
                                                 
1 Thelwall, M. (2002). Methodologies for Crawler Based Web Surveys, Internet Research, 12(2), 124-138. 
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 The initial decision to be made in any survey is how to decide upon which sites or 
pages to study. Various different methodologies have been used, a common one being the 
selection of web sites directly or indirectly from existing search engines. The extensive 
literature on the use of search engines for information retrieval is an indication of their 
importance here (Ardo and Lundberg, 1998; Byers, 1998; Hersovici et al., 1998; Kamiya, 
1998; Kirsch, 1998; Miller and Bharat, 1998; Schwartz, 1998; Snyder and Rosenbaum, 
1998; Ben-Shaul et al. 1999; Dean and Henzinger, 1999; Gordon and Patak, 1999; 
Hawking, and Craswell, 1999; Ho and Goh, 1999; Jenkins et al., 1999; Kumar et al., 1999; 
Lawrence and Giles, 1999b; Overmeer, 1999; Rafiei and Mendelzon, 2000; Scime, 2000; 
Spink et al., 2000). Many surveys have, however, used direct methods for the selection of 
sites using the systematic checking of legal domain names or the random testing of Internet 
Protocol (IP) addresses, the unique identifier that each web server must possess. 
Commercial search engines only index a fraction of the web and thus surveys using, or 
seeded by, search engines are potentially operating on a biased subset of the web. At the 
other extreme, surveys finding web pages directly through domain names or random IP 
addresses will also index sites that, although accessible through the web, are not intended 
for a general audience. The Lawrence and Giles (1999b) survey used a technique to 
minimise this, however. Random IP address crawlers will also not be able to find some 
domains which share an IP address with others in a process known as virtual hosting 
(Fielding, 1999). Domain name based surveys, which test ranges of legal domain names 
for use, can also suffer from the former problem, but it may be that the sites with relatively 
standard domain names that this methodology is restricted to are more likely to be for 
public consumption. Such surveys suffer from a problem that IP based ones do not, an 
inherent mathematical inability to be genuinely randomly chosen from any complete 
domain space (Thelwall, 2000b). With the various types of survey all having some 
limitations, an important question is whether they are likely to give demonstrably different 
results in response to research questions. This also begs the question of exactly which 
pages should be counted as part of the web in any given survey, in particular whether to 
use an inclusive definition or to attempt to exclude pages not intended for general access. 
It is important to consider the algorithm by which web sites are crawled. The function of 
the web crawler, spider or robot is to fetch web pages, archive information about them in a 
database and to extract and follow links in the pages retrieved. The database is then 
normally processed by a separate program or suite of programs to extract meaningful 
information, perhaps in the form of a searchable index for a search engine site. Although 
the task of a web crawler is conceptually simple and deals only with quantifiable electronic 
entities, in fact its practicalities make its algorithm a complex creation. The obstacles that 
have to be overcome in the engineering of a crawler will be well known by their designers, 
but are not well documented. Academic research on web crawlers has tended to focus on 
the product of the web crawler, or its unique features, rather than on the crawler itself. The 
situation is further complicated by the fact that the workings of many major search engines 
are commercial secrets. With the increasing use of the results of web crawlers outside 
computer science there is, however, a real need for an explicit discussion of the factors 
involved. Some articles illustrating this necessity are given below. 
One number-critical activity is to estimate the total number of web pages in existence 
(Bray, 1996; Bharat and Broder,1998; Lawrence and Giles, 1999a) or the proportion with 
certain properties (Bar-Yossef, 2000; Kishi et al. 2000; Henzinger et al., 2000; Thelwall, 
2000a; Thelwall, 2000d). Since the web is too large to survey in entirety, such attempts 
must be based upon a clearly defined subset of the web, ideally coinciding with accepted 
definitions (see below) as far as is feasible, although it is believed to be impossible to 
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precisely quantify differences in the context of practically infinite size of the Web, 
described below. An important question in this context is how to define that subset and the 
extent to which the results would be different for alternative realistic definitions. Another 
numerical exercise is the attempt to count links to academic web sites and to use them in 
an attempt to evaluate factors connected to the research impact of the institution 
(Ingwerson, 1998; Smith, 1999; Snyder and Rosenbaum, 1999; Thelwall, 2000b), with 
recent work showing some progress in this direction (Thelwall, 2001a). Here it is 
particularly important to avoid counting links from a page more than once, and so 
identifying duplicate pages is essential. But this task is troublesome too, because, for 
example, a page containing a text-based hit counter will always be different when 
reloaded. 
This paper seeks to clarify and place fully in the public domain the issues involved in web 
crawling. It uses a web crawler designed to test the effect of varying the parameters in a 
crawl and presents some results from partial web crawls. 
2 Page Selection Methodologies 
There have been several different approaches used to choose sites or sets of web pages for 
a survey that attempts to select with some degree of randomness. One experimental survey 
used the random URL feature that was previously available in AltaVista (Miller and 
Mather, 1998) and another uses an unspecified method (Turau, 1998), but most have 
described a controlled attempt at selection. The following approaches are search engine 
based, or have similar theoretical limitations. 
• Using a copy of the whole database of a large search engine (Broder et al. 2000). 
• Using a systematic approach to select links from the directory structure of a search 
engine (Hooi-Im et al., 1998; Callaghan and Pie, 1998, Cockburn and Wilson, 1996; 
Koehler, 1999; Crowston and Williams, 2000). 
• Selecting pages from a random walk seeded with pages from a predefined large initial 
set (Henzinger et al., 1999; Bar-Yossef et al., 2000; Rusmevichientong et al., 2001). 
Another possible approach is to use a metacrawler (e.g. Lawrence and Giles, 1998b) to 
combine the results of several search engines, but this has the same theoretical limitations, 
albeit of a lesser magnitude. There are also two strategies that have been used to obtain 
unmediated access to the web. 
• Selecting web sites by random choices of IP addresses (Lawrence and Giles, 1999a; 
Kishi et al., 2000). 
• Selecting web sites by systematic searching of a domain name space (Thelwall, 2000a; 
Thelwall, 2000c; Thelwall, 2000d). 
All of these methods have strengths and weaknesses, excluding certain types of web sites. 
Search-engine based surveys exclude all pages neither in the crawler’s database nor linked 
to by a chain of pages starting with one in the crawler’s database. This, although 
restrictive, can be justified in terms of the selection including the most ‘findable’ pages on 
the web, a concept that can be precisely defined, for example in terms of random walks 
(Henzinger et al., 2000). It is known, however, that commercial search engines cover only 
a fraction of the web, and a fraction known to be biased by page interlinking (Lawrence & 
Giles, 1999a). Commercial search engines use various unpublished algorithms to decide 
which pages to crawl and which to keep (Mauldin, 1997) and so their use is problematical 
from an accountability point of view. Another example of a type of site likely to be 
underrepresented in a search engine is one where most or all content is not indexed 
because it is in a non-HTML form such as Java, Macromedia Flash, or images of text. The 
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direct methods that bypass search engines and test the use of legal names or addresses are 
also problematic for both technical and non-technical reasons. Many web sites are not 
intended to be used publicly, but are not protected from general access because they 
contain no sensitive information. This includes default self-description web sites that are 
automatically generated by web servers when they are installed and sites for Internet 
access to various electronic devices. These sites may be found by direct searching even 
though it could be argued that they do not really form part of the public web. Lawrence and 
Giles (1999a) attempted to circumvent this problem by using a database of regular 
expressions to weed out known sites of this kind, but the methodology is unable to identify 
individual web sites created by humans that are not intended for general use. There are also 
more complex types of sites that can cause problems for certain crawling approaches. For 
example, large sites which rent or give space to individual users without giving them 
domain names or separate IP addresses, such as geocities.yahoo.com, will effectively 
shield the subsites from crawlers that do not follow links from external sites unless the host 
site maintains a crawlable directory of all hosted subsite home pages. It should also be 
mentioned that some sites contain a combination of public and private pages and that a 
crawl of these may well cover the public pages and retrieve an access denial error message 
for the remainder. A different technical problem is that with the advent of the virtual server 
in the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) 1.1 (Fielding et al., 1999), one IP address can 
be used for multiple domain names. A survey indexing only using IP addresses will only 
get one of these sites. Web site hosting agencies may, for example, host tens of thousands 
of domain names with a few IP addresses, making this a potentially serious problem. 
Although it is possible to query a Domain Name System server in order to find out the 
names of all of its virtual host sites using a single IP address, this request may be refused 
(Albitz and Liu, 1992), and so it is not possible to guarantee to be able to have access to 
this information. Hence IP based searches cannot find all possible domain names. Name 
based surveys crawl for sites in batches by name pattern, for example checking for sites at 
the domain names www.a.com to www.zzzz.com. These are useful for surveying particular 
domain areas and do not suffer from the IP problem, but this approach cannot be made 
genuinely random. The reason is that the size of the domain name space means that any 
survey of randomly generated domain names from the space of all possible domain names 
is statistically almost certain not to find any at all in a reasonable amount of time. In the 
case cited above it is likely, but as yet unproven, that the short domain names, for which 
the approach is feasible, are unrepresentative of the domain space as a whole. For example 
these web sites are likely to be older than the average site, having ‘got to the shorter names 
first’. 
 A further method of surveying web pages in order to obtain a relatively 
indiscriminate selection is the random walk. This starts with a large initial collection of 
web pages and proceeds in a series of steps, at each one making a decision whether to 
follow a link from the current page or to jump to another from the known set. The random 
walk approach and those based upon search engines differ from the IP and domain based 
survey techniques in the details of site coverage. The latter surveys the publicly indexable 
pages on a site, essentially all pages findable by following links from the home page, 
whereas a search engine based survey can potentially cover a larger variety of pages on 
sites. The additional pages can be found by following links from other sites or using, 
directly or indirectly, information about URLs that are not linked to but have been 
registered in the search engine used. The term ‘publicly accessible web’ has been used in 
the context of random walks to describe the area of the web reachable by a finite sequence 
of links from the starting set of pages, although pages only reachable by a large sequence 
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of links are in practice unlikely to be included any given random walk survey (Henzinger 
et al., 2000). In fact, the set of pages reachable by random walks is not essentially different 
from that indexable by a search engine, see Kirsch (1998), for an example. The main 
difference is that a search engine may attempt to index most pages found, rather than just a 
random sample. 
 In order to compare the two main types of survey, IP based and search engine 
based, an IP based crawl was made and then its results were analysed in relation to 
AltaVista. The results were then factored with the type of domain name used to see if there 
were clear differences in coverage for the publicly indexable set. The IP based crawl 
reached a selection of 1407 sites, chosen by repeatedly testing the class A, B and C Internet 
Protocol addresses at random and retaining only those linked to a web server. This gave a 
random selection of mainly commercial sites, encompassing all continents except 
Antarctica. The crawler used and its design parameters are discussed later in this paper. 
The figures given below are from counting all file types on the site and after excluding 
multiple pages with identical HTML. 
2.1 Naming styles for sites identifiable from IP addresses 
Some web sites are publicly available but not intended for general use. It was conjectured 
that those for public use were more likely to have a standard type of domain name, 
whereas others would be more likely to have extra prefixes indicating their function or 
subordinate status within a domain. For example mail.wlv.ac.uk is a valid web address, but 
the main external web site is at www.wlv.ac.uk. 
The 1407 sites checked were split into two groups according to the domain name obtained 
from a reverse DNS lookup of the IP address. A domain name was counted as ‘standard’ if 
there was only one name before either a generic Top Level Domain (gTLD) or a 
recognised Second Level Domain subcategory of a national TLD (e.g. co, ac, sch, plc, edu, 
com, net: the exact selection used varies by country), or if there was a ‘www.’ followed by 
one name and one of these two types of ending. The results are shown in table I. Note that 
the median is a more appropriate measure than the mean, which is unreliable for web page 
counts and particularly unreliable for relatively small counts. 
 
Table I The distribution of standard named site sizes in the survey. 
 
 Number Median Mean 
All Sites 1407 6 111 
Standard Named Sites 856 10 92.1 
Non-standard Names 551 1 140 
 
The difference between the page size distributions for the standard and non-standard name 
endings was examined with the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test and was found to be 
significant at the 0.01% level, giving clear evidence that the two domains are different in 
character. A domain name based survey that only surveyed standard-named sites by first 
finding their IP address would, therefore, expect to get different results than one using all 
sites found on IP addresses. 
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2.2 AltaVista’s coverage of sites identifiable from IP addresses 
The sites found by the IP address search were checked in AltaVista to see if any of the 
pages had been indexed. This search engine was chosen for its reliably reported relatively 
large coverage at the time (Lawrence and Giles, 1999a) and its advanced syntax that allows 
direct domain specific searching. Since the survey was completed it appears that Google 
has built much greater web coverage, but AltaVista may be more stable for this kind of 
search (Thelwall, 2001b). The results are shown in table II. 
 
Table II A comparison of the survey site sizes in AltaVista and the sites outside AltaVista. 
 
 Indexed in AltaVista Not indexed in AltaVista 
 Number Median Mean Number Median Mean 
All Sites 582 16 138 825 2 92.1 
Standard Named Sites 534 16 133 322 3 24.9 
Non-standard Names 48 10 195 503 1 135   
 
As can be seen from the table, the vast majority, 91.8%, of sites indexed by AltaVista had 
standard domain names, but it indexed only a small majority, 62.4%, of sites with standard 
names. The impact of name type on AltaVista indexing was tested to be highly significant. 
It is perhaps not surprising that AltaVista tended to index the larger sites: the median size 
of standard site indexed was 16 pages, whereas the median size of standard site not 
indexed was only 3 pages. Care is needed when analysing web site page counts because the 
data is not normally distributed and therefore significance tests on the mean are not 
possible. The problem is essentially that a minority of web sites are known to be very 
large. For example, although the mean size in this survey was small, a university web site 
could be expected to have somewhere near 100,000 and would, therefore, dramatically 
increase the mean size of a small sample of web sites. For this reason conclusions about 
general properties of a section of the web based on numbers small enough not to include a 
reasonable proportion of the larger web sites, such as that in Kishi et al. (2000), based 
upon 85 with no large sites, are without merit. It is, nevertheless, possible to use non-
parametric statistics to test for differences in distribution of data, even based upon 
relatively small numbers. The difference in page size distributions between sites covered 
by AltaVista and those not was found to be highly significant at the 0.01% level, using the  
Mann-Whitney test, indicating that AltaVista’s coverage is significantly different from that 
of an ‘unvetted’ IP address crawl. 
2.3 Short and longer standard domain names 
A comparison was made between all the standard names found and the 42 standard names 
in which the identifying part of the name was short, meaning up to four characters long, as 
used in Thelwall (2000a). The results are shown in table III with the median being again 
the more useful measure of central tendency. 
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Table III A comparison of short with standard domain name sites 
 
 Number Median Mean 
Standard domain name 856 10 92 
Long standard domain name 814 10 83 
Short standard domain name 42 32.5 270 
 
 
The difference in the distribution of site counts for these sites was tested and found to be 
significant at the 0.01% level, using the Mann-Whitney test. 
2.4 Summary 
This experiment has provided evidence that all of the methods of selecting sites cover areas 
of the Internet which have demonstrably different properties, even when considering the 
most basic statistic of page counts. The fact that the property checked was the size of the 
publicly indexable set rather than any realisation of the concept of the publicly accessible 
pages does not affect this conclusion. 
3 Obstacles to Reliable Automatic Indexing of Web Sites 
Once a collection of sites has been selected for study, consideration must be given to the 
process by which they are crawled and indexed. Any functioning web crawler is the 
product of a series of decisions concerning how to process the pages downloaded and how 
to ensure comprehensive coverage of the selected area. In principle, all that is needed is a 
program to download web pages and to extract their links for subsequent downloading, but 
there are many potential pitfalls in this process. One elementary problem is that many web 
pages contain errors in the HTML syntax. A common mistake, for example, is to omit the 
closing quotes in a link reference. In this case it would be reasonable for the program 
parsing the page to terminate the linked URL at the tag end character ‘>’ or an end of line 
character instead, effectively guessing at an automatic correction of the mistake. Other 
common errors are to include too many or to few slashes in URLs, for example http:/ or 
http:///. The crawling software can be programmed to automatically correct such errors or 
to only accept valid links and the decision about which method to adopt will effect the 
results of the crawler. The point here is that the small-scale technical details of a crawling 
algorithm can have an impact on its results, but such issues do not normally merit 
discussion in publications because they are essentially peripheral to the design of an 
effective crawler. Three more fundamental issues are discussed below, and all are 
summarised in table IV. 
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Table IV A summary of obstacles to reliable automatic indexing of web sites 
 
The existence of errors in web pages and the use of different strategies for automatically 
correcting them 
The phenomenon of different URLs pointing to the same web page. 
• Multiple home page names 
• Virtual hosting allowing subsites to appear as complete sites under a different domain 
name 
• File copying between servers, including entire sites and subsites 
The difficulty in constructing an algorithm to identify duplicate pages 
• The technical difficulty for huge collections of pages 
• The existence of pages with variable components, such as hit counters 
The existence of effectively infinite collections of web pages created automatically by 
servers in response to URL requests, recursively embedding new URLs in the generated 
pages 
 
3.1 Non-Unique URLs 
A single web based resource may be accessible by multiple URLs. A web survey must 
therefore either take steps to avoid duplication or state that it is allowing it. Page 
duplication can occur in four ways: by the use of duplicate domain names, for example 
microsoft.com and www.microsoft.com; by a server recognising several URLs as referring 
to a single file; by the file being copied from one location to another; and by more than one 
server having access to the file. There is a formal mechanism in the HyperText Transfer 
Protocol, the redirection header (Fielding et al., 1999), which is used to notify some kinds 
of duplication, but in the cases discussed below this does not necessarily happen. 
 A server can recognise different URLs for the same file for many different reasons. 
There are some common server default settings that automatically duplicate URLs, such as 
responding to a request for a directory by searching for a file with a standard name in the 
directory, often index.html, and returning it without flagging a change of name with a 
redirection command. The file index.html could also be accessed directly by name, giving 
two URLs for the same file. Another source of duplicate URLs is by the use of virtual 
servers. With HTTP 1.1, servers sitting on a single IP address can respond to different 
domain names by using a separate base file path for each. If one file path is in the domain 
referenced by another then this gives rise to duplicate names. For example 
cba.scit.wlv.ac.uk is a virtual domain containing a small subset of the pages of 
www.scit.wlv.ac.uk. In this case http://cba.scit.wlv.ac.uk/ points to the same directory 
structure as http://www.scit.wlv.ac.uk/~cm1993/cba/. A further type of duplication occurs 
when a directory or file has been given duplicate names at the operating system level. 
 There are likewise situations when different servers have access to the same files, 
which can result even in different domain names IP addresses and paths referring to a 
single computer file. This can occur when there is more than one server running on a single 
computer, perhaps one as a backup. It can also occur when several computers have access 
to a common, or partially shared, file storage system. This could be the case when an old 
computer is allowed to continue running after its replacement is functional or in situations 
where multiple servers are needed to satisfy the demand for access to a web site. In the 
latter case incoming requests for a standard URL may be automatically redirected to a 
different domain name used by a less busy server. 
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 Replication is also an issue because files can be copied from one location to another 
for various reasons, for example if the information that they contain is relevant in more 
than one context. This copying could be of a single file, or part of a systematic duplication 
scheme. Some files of widespread use are systematically copied to multiple servers around 
the globe in a process known as mirroring. Entire websites can also be mirrored, as occurs 
with the tucows software repository website for example. It is also possible for websites to 
be partially copied, such as to provide an area of common content for the localised national 
websites of multinational companies. A further variation occurs when websites contain 
copies of numerous files around the globe as a repository. For example the UK Mirror 
Service (www.mirror.ac.uk) contains thousands of computer-related files and web sites 
copied from the rest of the Internet in order to provide fast efficient access to UK higher 
education. 
 An attempt to identify duplicate files is not straightforward. If a set of files were 
downloaded then a simple check for duplication would be to compare files in pairs, in 
principle discarding one of the duplicates when a match was found. If two HTML pages 
were found to be identical than a further check could be made on any relative path names 
used, as these could cause identical files in different directory locations to be effectively 
different web pages. For example two pages both consisting of a relative image reference 
such as <IMG SRC = next.htm> could actually be referring to different images with the 
same name if the pages were in different directories. To ascertain whether these two pages 
were actually identical in function, the two files called next.htm would also have to be 
compared, creating a potentially recursive checking situation. It may be that a large 
number of pages referenced by the initial pages checked need to be compared before 
deciding on whether they are duplicates. This level of detail would be needed to 
differentiate between a virtual server based upon a subset of the main server but containing 
some of its own unique pages, and a virtual server which simply duplicates a subset of the 
main server. This level of checking would be computationally extremely expensive and so 
it is believed that most or all web crawlers adopt a compromise approach. The spider 
described by Heydon and Najork (1999) uses a literal HTML check, ignoring the 
possibility that pages with identical HTML could be different. In fact, in order to make the 
comparison process fast enough, in this example numbers calculated from the HTML are 
compared instead, which gives rise to the possibility that non-identical pages are 
occasionally regarded as duplicates. In contrast, one experimental ‘archiver’ does attempt 
to compare the raw HTML of pages, and allows for small changes such as in a page access 
count or date (Jackson and Burden, 1999), describing such duplicates as ‘essentially 
equal’. Relative path issues are not taken into account, however. 
It is ultimately impossible to verify whether two separate HTML files are conceptually the 
same or not, because identical files could be contextually different. A simple example of 
this is that two pages with identical HTML consisting of the message ‘My home page will 
appear here shortly’ would be conveying different information if they were in the default 
directories of two different people. It is believed that no crawlers attempt to distinguish 
between conceptually different pages with identical HTML, an apparently difficult task 
with little benefit for search engine users. 
3.2 Non-Unique Pages 
A web server may return different pages for the same URL, making the comparison of 
pages with different URLs for duplicate checking non-trivial. One simple way in which 
this can occur is by the server inserting text into a page as it is delivered, for example a 
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page access count or the current date and time could be inserted using Active Server Pages 
technology or Server Side Includes. This would result in a continually changing page with 
one URL, which could still be conceptually the same page. It is in principle impossible to 
tell in a HTML document whether any text is a relatively permanently fixture or whether it 
has been inserted automatically by the server. To cope with this situation an arbitrary rule 
must be adopted and specified. For example the possibility of server insertions in a page 
could be ignored and two pages compared as described in the previous section. 
Alternatively, pages could be compared and if found to be, say, 95% similar with the 
difference in a small area, then the pages could be accepted as being the same. It has been 
claimed that some web sites have pages that have deliberately continuously varying 
content with the specific purpose of foiling automatic crawlers (Ockenden, 2000). The 
online auction sites mentioned in this article were the target of automatic crawlers and 
would lose advertising revenue by the consequent reduction in the number of human visits. 
It is also increasingly common that web sites are personalised for individual users either at 
the request of the user (Manber et al., 2000) or by a dynamic process on the server that is 
opaque to the visitor (Perkowitz and Etzioni, 2000). 
 In some cases there may also be two or more pages assigned to an URL with the 
server deciding which one to send depending on the exact nature of the request. This 
occurs, for example, when a site contains versions of its pages designed for particular 
browsers. An HTTP request for a page normally contains a description of the browser 
used, which makes this possible. The results of a survey are therefore possibly dependant 
on the exact request HTTP header sent. It would also be possible to survey with two or 
more headers, comparing the differences. Some sites, such as Lycos, attempt to identify the 
geographical location of the visitor and to deliver the appropriate regional variation of the 
page. The variation may be a minor one, such as changing the advert banner to a locally 
relevant one, or a major change such as redirection to a completely different national site. 
 Some web servers send an extra piece of information with web pages, the Etag 
(Fielding et al., 1999). This was designed to be used by caching services in order to verify 
whether a page has changed since it was last downloaded. This cannot be used to aid 
checking in indexing, however, because common implementations of this do not guarantee 
that different Etags represent different web pages, only that the same Etag for a single page 
requested at different times means that the page has not changed significantly. 
3.3 Infinite Collections of Pages 
Theoretically infinite sets of pages can occur when a server automatically generates pages 
in response to a request. A common example of a server-generated page is the results 
returned by a search engine in response to keywords submitted. This is a benign example 
from an indexing point of view, but in other cases a server does create a theoretically 
infinite set of pages. This can happen, for example, when the server embeds additional 
information, useful to itself, in the links of a page. This could take the form of a request 
identification string, a technique often used for systems that require a user logon to access 
a database, but potentially also available for publicly accessible pages. This additional 
information could have the syntax of data at the end of an URL and because of this 
problem, Henzinger et al. (2000) prune URLs that contain such information. The data 
could also, however, be embedded in a manner making it indistinguishable from a normal 
directory structure, and would therefore be impossible for web crawlers to directly identify. 
If there is a loop of links involving pages with this feature then a theoretically infinite 
collection of pages can be created. This situation can also occur as a deliberate act of 
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sabotage on web crawlers, in something known as a ‘spider trap’. One use of the spider 
trap is as a defence mechanism to keep spiders out of a site in order to protect email 
addresses from being found and used for unsolicited mailings. It can be, in practice, 
impossible to distinguish an infinite collection from a large finite collection and so human 
intervention or an heuristic is needed for a crawler that attempts to index entire sites. The 
result of this would be a decision to ignore all links from a set of pages identified as a 
potential cause of trouble. 
4 Executing a Survey 
Some web surveys will be of a well-defined and easily indexable collection of web pages 
and will not have a problem in defining the area of study. For others an exact specification 
is an issue and the method of identifying relevant pages should be available. The exact 
definition of a web page is known to be problematic (Pitkow, 1998; Haas and Grams, 
2000; Thelwall, 2000b) with conflicting definitions given in different places (Berners-Lee, 
1993; Boutell, 1996; PC Webopeadia, 1999).  In any case a precise definition of the types 
of resources surveyed should be available. For example the survey could include just 
HTML pages or all files of any type accessible over the Internet using HTTP. It will also 
be relevant to know the IP port number(s) used for the survey. The official port of the web 
is 80, but other ports such as 8080 can be and are used. The survey may choose to operate 
only on port 80, on port 80 unless explicitly stated in the referencing URL, or may follow 
an algorithm to check likely ports if a request on port 80 fails. 
4.1 The Concept of Publicly Indexable Pages 
As discussed previously, a publicly indexable crawl starts at the home page of a site and 
systematically finds other pages by following links. The method will, however, only find 
pages linked to directly or indirectly by the home page. On some sites this might be all of 
the pages, but on others it will not. It is not possible to guarantee to find all pages on a site 
without having access to its file system because some pages might not be linked to any 
other web pages on the Internet and because a combinatorial search for legal URLs is 
mathematically not practical.  
 The definition of publicly indexable does not normally include JavaScript 
programs, a further restriction of its usefulness. Web pages can contain links to other pages 
that can only be found by executing JavaScript statements. The simplest is 
document.location.href=filename.htm, but URLs can also be constructed at run-time 
making the task of identifying them more complex than simple text processing. As a 
practical consideration, JavaScript programs are normally ignored in an indexing attempt 
and so sites using a lot of script-generated links that are not duplicated in the HTML may 
be less effectively indexed than others. Search engines have an advantage here, being able 
to use user submitted URLs to extend their coverage of sites. 
4.2 The Statement of Coverage 
The following list is a set of guidelines for the kind of information that other researchers 
should be entitled to request information about when a survey has been published. It is not 
reasonable to expect this kind of detailed information to clutter all such publications, but 
researchers should be prepared to divulge such information upon request. 
• The dates and duration of the attempt a
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• The types of resources surveyed, including port details. 
• The method of crawling. This could be a starting point and an attempt to follow all 
subsequent links in the chosen area. A depth restriction may also be declared, such as 
following only two levels of links. 
• The HTTP header sent. 
• The method of identifying and counting duplicate URLs for pages. 
• Whether JavaScript links were followed, and if so the conditions under which they will 
be identified. 
• Whether Java or any other application links were followed, and if so the conditions 
under which they will be identified. 
• Any methods used to rectify incorrect links. 
• A list of pages that were omitted, or pages the links of which were ignored, and a 
general description of why. 
• The timeout period for non-responding servers - especially important if access speed is 
an issue or if the survey includes busy and quiet times for Internet traffic. 
• The method of dealing with servers that did not respond, and a list or tally of servers 
that were omitted due to not responding. 
5 Crawling Parameters 
A web crawler was constructed that was programmed to be able to use a variety of 
different strategies to cover an area of the web. The web crawler was different in 
specification from that associated with a commercial search engine in that its primary 
design goal was to be able to ensure comprehensive and error-free coverage of individual 
web sites. This objective was possible because it would not be required to crawl a 
significant proportion of the web and would, therefore, not need to be optimised for 
efficiency. For example, it would not need heuristics to select which known URLs were the 
most important to crawl (Cho et al., 1998; Cho and Garica-Molina, 2000) and in the 
identification of duplicates (Heydon and Najork, 1999). As a result of the design priority, 
the crawler underwent extensive testing of its ability to crawl general web sites, and 
specially constructed bug-ridden sites were also used to test its correct functioning in 
unusual circumstances. Over two million pages were crawled, in all, during this phase of 
the project. The testing process was built around human analysis of comprehensive error 
logs. When the crawler encountered an unexpected occurrence, essentially something other 
than a syntactically correct, complete HTML document it would record details in the log. 
A human would then analyse the log, recreate the problem, and then make a decision about 
how to deal with the situation, in most cases recoding of the program to implement the 
solution. Logged errors were a mixture of events that had not been anticipated and errors in 
web pages, Internet transfers or web page header information. To illustrate this process, an 
early log reported a malformed URL. Human inspection then revealed a syntax error in the 
HTML with missing end quotes in an anchor tag. A decision was made to recode the 
crawler to search for and accept the end of tag marker as the end of the URL. The same 
error would not, therefore, need to be logged again. The errors found ranged from 
relatively simple ones like this, to a bizarre error where a certain very rare character string 
was being rejected by the database software used and had to be specially intercepted and 
altered before saving. Possible transfer errors resulting in incomplete pages were identified 
by the absence of all of the tags </body>, </html> and </frameset>. When this occurrence 
was identified the page was repeatedly downloaded until either a closing tag was found or 
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successive downloads produced the same page, in which case an HTML error in a 
correctly transferred page was inferred. Some events were left in the logs to aid testing of 
the correct functioning of the duplicate checking process. Duplicate pages identified were 
logged whenever the identified duplication did not conform to a standard pattern, for 
example a root directory and file index.html in the same directory. They were also logged 
when the checking was not for similar, but not identical pages and the pages identified as 
essentially duplicate but not identical. An additional check of correct functioning was 
made by extensive comparison with results from AltaVista advanced searches of the same 
sites. All discrepancies were followed up and accounted for. 
In order to produce statistically realistic results, a random sample of the web had to be 
identified, and the IP based crawl method was used. The purpose of choosing a large 
random selection was to estimate the significance of the parameters tested for the whole 
web. Each attempt at crawling was repeated with the lists of pages obtained combined and 
duplicates discarded. The duplication was an attempt to eliminate variations due to 
temporary factors, such as a server being temporarily unavailable. This had a significant 
impact on the results because one of the largest sites was unobtainable for some of the 
duration of the survey. In each case the only statistic used was the number of pages 
downloaded.  
The crawler operated from July 14, 2000 to July 31, 2000. The standard settings used were 
as follows. 
• All files linked to from HTML files were downloaded, including all non-HTML 
resources, with the links checked being standard links, client-side image maps and 
automatic redirection header fields. The standard web port, 80, was used and for 
domain names starting with ‘www.’, other domain names differing only in the initial 
set of characters up to the first full stop were considered to be subdomains of the same 
site. Domains with names extending the main name were also considered to be 
subdomains and included in the count. Requests without a response were timed out 
after 180 seconds. 
• Anchor tags with missing ending quotes were automatically corrected to terminate at 
the end of tag marker ‘>’ or at the end of the current line, whichever was earlier. 
• Any page generating an error during its transfer was downloaded a second time. Any 
HTML page without a </BODY>, </HTML> or </FRAMESET> tag was also 
downloaded a second time in case of unflagged errors. 
• A ‘weak’ duplication check was used which checked whether the files in the same 
directory were at least 95% identical. Differences were only allowed to occur in one 
continuous section of the text file, and were not allowed to include any links or 
embedded resource names. The contents of embedded resources were not checked, 
allowing pages with graphical counters to be recognised as duplicates. File sizes were 
allowed to differ by up to 3 bytes. 
• The request header used was that of Netscape 4.7. 
• Document counts were based upon the number of files, and not the number of screens, 
for example a frameset page with three frames would count as four documents. 
• Two pages on separate sites had to be manually excluded in order to avoid infinite 
looping. 
In the testing that follows, only the differences from the above configuration will be noted 
in each case. In order to guarantee a common set of files to download, a main crawl was 
first completed using the above parameters, but without duplicate checking. Subsequent 
crawls were then made from this database rather than the web, with the exception of crawls 
to check the effect of different request headers. 
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5.1 Web Definitions Comparison 
The number of pages obtained including all linked documents was compared to the number 
including just HTML documents. The results are shown in table V. The arithmetic mean is 
a useful measure in this case since the same set of sites are being compared, but the median 
is unchanged at 6 for all the categories of pages in tables V and VI. No statistical tests of 
significance are necessary because the differences are concrete. 
 
 
Table V A comparison of definitions of the web 
 
 All documents HTML pages only 
Mean number of pages per site 111.0 (129%) 85.9 (100%) 
 
 
Only 30 (19%) of the sites included non-HTML pages, but the amount varied in those that 
had. One site, for example, had 44 image files and only one web page (2%). 
5.2 Tests for File Duplication 
The results for different checks for file duplication are shown in tables VI and VII. 
 
Table VI Total web page duplicates found using different tests 
*Areas of the site had to be manually excluded 
 
 Mean number of pages 
No checking 88.7* (103%) 
Check for identical HTML 85.9 (100%) 
Check for weakly similar HTML 85.4 (99%) 
 
Table VII Total web sites with at least one of the following types of duplicates 
 
HTML Percent
Any different 439 31.2% 
Identical HTML 410 29.1% 
Weakly similar HTML 83 5.9% 
 
The most common case of a duplicate file name was of a standard name such as 
‘index.htm’ or ‘default.htm’ duplicating with the URL of the root of the directory. In most 
sites there were no other kind of file duplications. Two sites in particular appeared to be 
much bigger when not checking for duplicates. They were both using a server executable 
to redirect URLs without using the HTTP redirect mechanism. The facility used was 
effectively a server-side image map to back up a client side image map for those browsers 
not supporting it. Users with a modern browser would not have seen the link because it 
would have been hidden by the client-side image map. There were many single pages on 
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the site that were referred to in nine different ways because of the referencing technique 
used.  
5.3 Request Headers 
No differences were found in the number of pages in any site after comparing crawling 
with a Netscape 4.7 request, an Internet Explorer 3 request and an Internet Explorer 5 
request. In fact no differences of any type were detected, so it must be the case that it is 
rare for a web site to make use of this information to customise web pages. 
5.4 Summary 
The differences between crawling methodologies found in the results appear to be 
relatively small in the context of a continually changing and expanding web, but it is not 
appropriate to conduct statistical tests on the data in order to be more specific. One 
problem (of many) is that the character of the largest web sites on the web, none of which 
were represented in this survey, could be different from that of smaller web sites, and, 
therefore calculations based upon the smaller may be completely misleading. The results 
should, therefore, be taken as illustrative of the problems that exist rather than indicative of 
the likely range of variation. 
 The issue of page duplication is less pressing for random walks, which do not 
attempt to index entire sites, but only to visit pages at random. Indeed, it is true to a limited 
extent that duplicate pages do not make a difference to a random walk, since it is user 
behaviour that is being modelled and, therefore, if there is a link to each of two duplicate 
pages then the probability that one of the two is visited is the same as if the links were 
switched to point to the same page. It would, however, make a difference in the related 
Google algorithm (Brin and Page, 1998). The problem lies with sites where a page links to 
itself with a different name, for example http://www.a.com/ linking to 
http://www.a.com/home.htm, which most human users would identify and ignore, but the 
more complex occurrences of this phenomenon would be difficult to detect and correct 
automatically. 
6 Discussion 
Of the two experiments described in this paper, the first provides evidence that the 
different page selection methodologies may yield different results for the same question, 
and the second illustrates arguments given to show that crawler design parameters can 
affect survey results. Unfortunately, there is no clear answer to either problem because it is 
impossible to select pages at random from the web and it seems unreasonable, in the face 
of an ever-changing web, to argue for a single, agreed and unambiguous algorithm for web 
crawling. One anonymous reviewer of this paper has made the sensible suggestion that a 
public “crawler testbed” could be developed to help different designers to standardise their 
procedures or benchmark their algorithms, providing a basis for comparability. This would 
need to be a collaborative and ongoing project that allowed new web idiosyncrasies to be 
added, when discovered. 
 The essential difference between publicly indexable crawls and random walks or 
search engine based crawls is that the former are an attempt to be exhaustive in coverage of 
a sample of web sites, whereas the latter attempt to take into account a model of surfing 
behaviour in order to favour pages more likely to be visited by human users, and therefore 
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to reflect more the web as experienced in reality. The random walk and search engine-
based approaches do not, however, take into account that many sites on the web are 
publicised by other means, such as print media, and that, therefore, users are also likely to 
visit sites that are not findable by following links. It thus seems desirable to combine the 
approaches to develop a more sophisticated model of user behaviour to include the 
possibility of a user jumping to a site based on external information. The logical way of 
implementing this would be to modify the random walk algorithm so that at each step, the 
possibility of jumping to a site obtained from an IP or domain name based search would be 
added. Experimentation would then be needed to ascertain whether this did give rise to an 
acceptable model of surfer behaviour, and as to the best value for the probability of such a 
jump. The advantage of this composite approach would be the larger theoretical coverage 
of the web in addition to the enhanced model of user behaviour. 
 A second combination approach suggests itself based upon the experiments, to 
conduct an IP-based survey, but to only include sites that have standard names. The 
advantage of this is that the coverage would be of sites shown to be more likely to be 
indexed in AltaVista, and, therefore, more likely to be designed for public consumption. 
This seems to be a less reliable method than the approach described above because of the 
existence of public web sites without standard names, and the existing use of regular 
expressions for a similar purpose. 
 Information scientists, and others analysing and measuring the web need to be 
aware that differences do exist in crawling and site selection methodologies, differences 
that will affect the results in uncontrolled ways, but that there are no simple answers to this 
problem. One conclusion is, however, possible: small sample sizes, particularly ones that 
are too small to give a reasonable sample of the larger sites in the domain surveyed, can 
give completely misleading results unless accompanied by a careful statistical analysis. In 
the context of an already enormous and expanding web the challenge is to make sense of 
the vast amount of information available, in a controlled manner. 
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